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once upon a time you could be a bad guy
and you'd live to see another day
but now you'd never manage
boy you'd be brain-damaged just to think
that you could get away

the power has arrived in a dream team
a force where one and one makes three
and when the trail's gone cold and lies have
been told
this crew will find what you can't see

yeah danger hides when the hyper bee flies
and the ninja stars fly too
the muscle is vector the karma collector
and he's sworn to fight for you

team chaotix
they're detectives you want on your side
team chaotix
their directive is tracking down your crime
come along for the ride
the truth can run but not hide for long
the game is on now

remember when stealing used to be a good deal
and when the crooked life would always pay
well
now that the team's in town that's all gone
underground
but it's still a worry to this very day

a challenge had been issued by the eggman
this mission's gonna need them all
and though his hope's grown thin and their
outlook is grim
these three are gonna heed his call

yeah charmy's thing is dishing out first sting
and the green cheers them on
espio is clearly ready to go run down who'd do
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you wrong

team chaotix
they're detectives you want on your side
team chaotix
their directive is tracking down your crime
come along for the ride
the truth can run but not hide for long
the game is on now

team chaotix
sonic heroes what you problem needs
team chaotix
watch those three go make the outlaws bleed
there's no way you can win
if it's trouble you're in
they're gonna kick your !@#$%

team chaotix!
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